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7-7-08 WILL OBAMA GO BOOM? 
 There is a possibility that, after his upcoming trip to Iraq, Barack 
Obama might ‘temper’ his withdrawal plan/promise to the point of 
infuriating his left-Demo ‘base’ to the point of open rebellion. nd his 
recent senate vote favoring the FISA bill (greater, more secret, 
warrant-less, unconstitutional spying on and listening to the American 
people) has only infuriated his core supporters even more. His liberal 
backers might feel betrayed, lied to, abandoned again, and during the 
Demo convention they might say their delegates pledged to him (in 
those caucus states he won only because his liberal fanatics flooded 
the meeting halls) are no longer pledged nor required to be loyal, 
since he has cheated them with his policy shifts, and fuck him, he’s 
just another lying, slimy politician. 
 If enough of those outraged liberal delegates refuse to vote for 
him they could deny him the nomination.   
 Uproar City!  
 Hey, Hillary might have some life left in her ‘suspended’ 
candidacy after all! 
 And let me note that Obama’s plan to move his acceptance 
speech from the convention hall to a football stadium! is another 
symptom of his hidden grandiosity.  Betcha when he speaks he is 
backed by more gold-fringed American flags than you can count. That 
should prove (to the whole nation watching) he’s a patriot!  
 Incidentally, I’ve read that gold fringed American flags are 
actually Admiralty flags and signify that Admiralty (Martial) Law is in 
effect.  Signifying, when officially displayed, that the nation is still 
(invisibly, technically) in a state of National Emergency [dating from 
the Civil War and never ended by congress] and the president at any 
time he chooses (if he has the guts, a good excuse and enough loyal 
troops) can publicly invoke that status and rule by decree and 
executive orders.    



 

 

 Betcha Obama knows this, too.  Let‘s just make him King for 
Life and be done with it. [Again, check out his signature.  It has Big 
Ego written all over it, according to handwriting analysis. It’s available 
on the internet.] 
 
 7-8-08 SO WHAT ABOUT JOHN McCAIN? 
 I cringe when I see him on TV, making a speech, expressing an 
opinion or trying to make a joke.  He’s so clumsy and inept and 
marginally articulate, and seemingly unable to keep his positions and 
beliefs straight in his deteriorating mind that I often feel he’s 
perpetually in micro-stroke territory, blundering from gaffe to gaffe 
without knowing it. 
 John McCain, at age 71, is so embarrassing and incompetent 
he’s giving old people a bad rap.  At age 81 I resent him for 
reinforcing the “age” prejudice in our “youth” culture.  And I resent him 
giving easy-laugh joke fodder to such cruel bastards as David 
Letterman, Jay Leno, Jimmy Kimmel, Conan O’Brien, Colbert, etc. 
 Is it possible the American people could be conned and 
manipulated somehow into electing this pre-senile McCain creep 
president?  Oh, yes.  We usually get the president we deserve. 
 All we can hope for is that his ‘handlers’ manage to pick a 
young, competent vice president running mate. 
 
7-11-08 THE ECONOMY CONTINUES TO CAREER DOWN THE 
DEBT CLIFF INTO A DEPRESSION 
 Idle note: I use ‘career’ (correct usage) instead of ‘careen’ to 
mean free-fall tumbling down a decline.  Careen means to tip a ship 
on its side.  I guess some writer or copy editor or typesetter in the dim 
past mistakenly used careen for career and everybody started using 
careen.  Such are the lazy, careless vulgateers.  But I still stubbornly 
use career.  And I think people who use careen for career should be 
keel-hauled. 
 
 The American public and the media still think (or are afraid to 
tell the truth) the economy is just entering a recession.  Truth is the 
American economy (and possibly the world) is entering a depression, 
and every bad-news development reveals further the evil 
consequences of the worldwide debt bubble which is collapsing like a 
slow motion building implosion.  Every month (or week!) another 
sinkhole or landslide is exposed.  And naturally, the more investors try 



 

 

to save their money the worse it gets, naturally.  The inevitable, 
unavoidable cycle of money death continues. 
  For instance, IndyMac, a huge mortgage lender based in Los 
Angeles, was seized Friday by federal regulators (the FDIC) and put 
into federal ‘receivership’. 
 The FDIC said that 200 banks will probably fail/collapse/be 
taken over in the next two years.  This news will cause a lot of bank 
depositors who have more than $100,000 in any one bank or thrift to 
move their money, sell stocks, run to gold, etc.  This “panic” will in 
turn cause other consequences…and so it goes.  At some point 
interest rates will rise and that will further cause great anguish and 
failures …  
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